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Abstract

This paper studies the impact of negative interest rate policies onbank lending,
investment, and employment, taking into account the role of capital-labor substi-
tution in production. Using matched firm-bank data from seven euro area coun-
tries and employing a difference-in-differences approach, I find that following the
introduction of these policies, firms linked to banks with higher deposit ratios re-
ceive less credit relative to their counterparts associated with banks with lower
deposit ratios. These firms also invest less but tend to hire more employees, es-
pecially in industries with high capital-labor substitutability. These findings high-
light the role of capital-labor substitution in shaping the effects of negative interest
rate policies. To further analyze these findings in a general equilibrium frame-
work and to quantify the aggregate effects of these policies, I use a DSGE model
that incorporates bank lending and a CES production function. I find that nega-
tive interest rate policies increase lending, investment, employment, and welfare
in consumption equivalent units. Thismodel also reveals that higher capital-labor
substitutability surprisingly leads to larger declines in output and bank equity fol-
lowing a negative capital productivity shock. Based on this insight, I show thatwel-
fare gains from implementing negative interest rate policies increase with capital-
labor substitution, and even slight variations in capital-labor substitution elasticity
can have significant implications for both the economy and banks.
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1 Introduction

Several central banks, including theEuropeanCentral Bank, implementednegative in-
terest rate policies to stimulate their economies following the weak recovery from the
Great Financial Crisis. These policies involve imposing a fee onbanks’ excess reserves,
effectively resulting in a negative interest rate on these funds. The objectivewas tomo-
tivate banks to channel their excess liquidity into the economy through loans, rather
than letting them remain idle at central banks. However, the effects of such policies
remain debated, with literature showingmixed results regarding their impact on stim-
ulating economies (Heider, Saidi and Schepens, 2021; Balloch, Koby and Ulate, 2022).

A critical factor that is overlooked in this debate is related to howsubstitutable capi-
tal and labor are in production. This substitutability plays a pivotal role in determining
the extent of the decrease in output after capital productivity shocks. Consequently,
when the central bank aims to stimulate the economy, the magnitude of interest rate
adjustments, including the decision to implement negative rates, is closely tied to this
substitutability. Understanding this relationship is essential for central banks in their
interest rate decisions. This is particularly true for the European Central Bank, which
manages monetary policy for the Euro area. However, the Euro area is diverse, and its
member countries might exhibit varying elasticities of substitution between capital
and labor, stemming from differences in technologies and institutions (Knoblach and
Stöckl, 2020).

In this paper, I provide both empirical and theoretical analyses to examine the im-
pact of negative interest rate policies on bank lending, investment, and employment. I
emphasize the role of capital-labor substitution in production in shaping the effects of
these policies and extend the existing literature by underscoring its influence. I con-
struct matched firm-bank data based on firms’ banking relationships from seven euro
area countries to identify the effects of these policies and how capital-labor substitu-
tion shapes them. To situate these empirical findings within a general equilibrium
framework, I use my empirical estimates within a general equilibrium model to in-
form its production block. Through this model, I quantify the aggregate and welfare
effects of negative interest rate policies and examine how capital-labor substitution
influences these effects.

In my empirical analysis, I utilize matched firm-bank data that I construct from
seven euro area countries. I employ a difference-in-differences approach in which I
exploit banks’ ex-ante heterogeneous exposure to these policies to causally identify
the effects. Negative interest rate policies affect banks differently based on the ex-
tent to which they fund themselves through deposits (Heider, Saidi and Schepens,
2019). Banks with higher deposit-to-asset ratios are more affected than those with
lower ratios because the deposit interest rate remains at zero while the non-deposit
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interest rate becomes negative. As a result, banks with higher deposit ratios experi-
ence a smaller decrease in their funding costs and are, therefore, expected to lend
less. The richness of my data allows me to control the demand for bank credit using
four-digit-industry-country-year fixed effects. I assume that firms operating within
narrowly defined industries exhibit similar credit demands. My key empirical find-
ings are twofold.

First, banks that are more exposed to negative interest rate policies supply less
credit to firms. Following the introduction of these policies, a one-standard deviation
increase in the deposit-to-asset ratio leads to a 1%decrease in lending growth. This de-
crease is both statistically and economically significant, given that the average credit
growth between the periods before and after the policies is 1.4%. While the magni-
tude of my estimates is smaller than those of other studies that also report negative
effects on bank lending, this highlights the importance of my approach in controlling
the demand for bank credit and the significance of my data, which consists of more
representative firms in Europe.

Second, the decrease in lending translates into a reduction in firm investment: A
one-standard deviation increase in the deposit-to-asset ratio leads to a 50 basis points
decrease in investment. This decrease is also both statistically and economically sig-
nificant, considering that the average change in investment between the periods be-
fore and after the policies is 3%. However, I find that firms linked to banks with higher
deposit ratios oftenmaintain or even increase employment, compared to firms linked
to banks with lower deposit ratios, especially in industries with high capital-labor sub-
stitution. These observations underscore the potential influence of capital-labor sub-
stitution on the effects of negative interest rate policies.

Inmy theoretical analysis, I draw uponmy empirical findings and consider the po-
tential role of capital-labor substitution. I incorporate these empirical estimates into
a dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE)model, which features bank lending
and a normalized constant elasticity of substitution (CES) production function. Using
this model, I assess the aggregate effects of negative interest rate policies, conduct a
welfare analysis, and explore how the elasticity of substitution between capital and
labor impacts both the aggregate effects of these policies and the welfare analysis. I
have two main theoretical conclusions.

First, I find that a higher elasticity of substitution between capital and labor in pro-
duction leads to a larger drop in output and bank equity following a negative shock
to capital productivity. At first glance, it might seem that higher elasticity would help
mitigate the economic downturn. This is because firms could more easily substitute
capital with labor, potentially leading to a smaller decrease in employment and the
marginal product of capital. However, this perspective overlooks the household re-
sponse to the negative capital productivity shock. Households anticipate that, with a
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higher elasticity of substitution, the return on their savings will yield much less. This
is because the return on capital dropsmore sharply due to amore pronounced drop in
the demand for capital. Consequently, households choose to reduce their savings by
more and decrease their consumption by less, as their intertemporal optimality con-
dition suggests. As a result, they enjoy leisure more and supply less labor when the
elasticity of substitution is higher.

I show that this finding has significant implications for banks. In particular, it sug-
gests that a higher elasticity of substitution between capital and labor in production
function amplifies banks’ vulnerability following a negative shock to capital produc-
tivity. The return on bank loan is tied to themarginal product of capital. With a higher
elasticity of substitution, themarginal product of capital decreases bymore since em-
ployment drops by more. As a result, banks absorb bigger losses on their loans which
hurts their equity much more. For instance, in response to the same negative shock
to capital productivity, banks in an economy with the elasticity of substitution of 1.25
experience an additional 26 basis points drop in their capital ratio compared to banks
in an economy with the elasticity of substitution of 1. This additional decrease in the
capital ratio suggests, based on estimates from Berger and Bouwman (2013), that the
default probability increases by 11%. Utilizing findings from Laeven, Ratnovski and
Tong (2016), such a decrease translates into an increase in loan losses of nearly $1 bil-
lion for a bank with total assets of $100 billion. Furthermore, this decline corresponds
to a decrease in banks’ quarterly stock return by 14.3 basis points, based on estimates
from Demirgunc-Kunt, Detragiache and Merrouche (2013).

I then inform the production block of my model using my cross-sectional esti-
mates, which are well-identified macro moments, in the moment matching exercise
(Nakamura and Steinsson, 2018). Specifically, I calibrate the elasticity of substitution
parameter in the production function of the model to match the cross-sectional iden-
tified bank lending effects in the Euro area.

Second, using the calibrated model that features the elasticity of substitution be-
tween capital and labor in production of 1.25, I find that negative interest rate policies
effectively stimulate the economy in response to a negative shock to capital produc-
tivity. This elasticity value aligns with the estimates of Karabarbounis and Neiman
(2014), who found it to be 1.25 using cross-country data, and with Hubmer (2023), who
estimated it at 1.35 based on US data.

In the model, comparing on-impact responses of a scenario where central banks
implement negative interest rate policies to a counterfactual one where they do not,
I find that bank lending is 1.33% higher with the policies in place. Concurrently, the
spread between the bank loan rate and the policy rate is 65 basis points lower. Fur-
thermore, investment is 2.52% higher when these policies are adopted. Output and
employment are also higher, with increases of 44 basis points and 66 basis points,
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respectively, under negative interest rate policies. Welfare gains from implementing
negative interest rate policies are 0.02%. Thismeans that households would be willing
to give up 0.02% of their initial consumption at the steady state in favor of negative
interest rate policies.

1.1 Related literature

This paper is related to the literature that studies the effects of negative interest rate
policies. It makes two distinct contributions to the literature.

First, it contributes to the scant literature that explores the effects of negative in-
terest rate policies theoretically. Balloch et al. (2022) offer an insightful survey of this
literature. While Eggertsson, Juelsrud, Summers andWold (2023) andAbadi, Brunner-
meier andKoby (2023) suggest that negative interest rates canbedetrimental, research
from Ulate (2021), Onofri, Peersman and Smets (2023), and de Groot and Haas (2023)
indicate that interest rate cuts in negative territory, though less effective than those in
positive territory, still stimulate the economy.

In comparison to the existing literature, this paper explores the role of the sub-
stitutability of capital and labor in production when analyzing the effects of negative
interest rate policies on bank lending, as well as firm investment and employment. I
find that a higher elasticity of substitution between capital and labor leads to larger
declines in output and bank equity following a negative capital productivity shock.
Consequently, the benefits of implementing negative interest rate policies rise with
this elasticity. Even minor changes in the elasticity can have profound effects on the
economy and the stability of banks. This finding holds significant implications for
central banks.

Second, it contributes to the large body of empirical literature that examines the
effects of negative interest rates on banks and the economy. These studies vary in
their empirical methodologies, as discussed in Balloch et al. (2022), which offers an
excellent survey of the literature. Studies using high-frequency identification (Am-
pudia and Van den Heuvel, 2022) find that unexpected policy rate cuts in negative
territory decrease bank equity values and have negative effects on bank stock prices.
A prevalent method compares banks with different exposure levels to these policies.
Studies by Amzallag, Calza, Georgarakos and Sousa (2019) for Italy, Eggertsson et al.
(2023) for Sweden, Kwan, Ulate and Voutilainen (2023) for Finland, Balloch and Koby
(2019) for Japan, and Heider et al. (2019) for the euro area indicates that more exposed
banks tend to reduce lending and raise interest rates post-policy. Conversely, stud-
ies by Demiralp, Eisenschmidt and Vlassopoulos (2021) for the euro area, Grandi and
Guille (2023) and Girotti, Horny and Sahuc (2022) for France, Basten and Mariathasan
(2018) and Schelling and Towbin (2022) for Switzerland, Hong and Kandrac (2022) for
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Japan, and Bottero, Minoiu, Peydró, Polo, Presbitero and Sette (2022) for Italy report
opposing findings.

Compared to the existing literature, this paper constructs a matched firm-bank
level dataset from seven euro area countries, enabling more precise identification of
the effects of negative interest rate policies. The richness of my data allowsme to con-
trol the demand for bank credit using four-digit-industry-country-year fixed effects.
Furthermore, firms in the dataset come from a diverse cross-section of various indus-
tries and are highly representative of average European firms, which are unable to
switch from bank credit.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the data
and outlines the empirical strategy. Section 3 presents the empirical results. Section
4 introduces the model. Section 5 presents the calibration of the parameter for the
elasticity of substitution in production, provides results from numerical simulations,
and discusses them. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Data and identification strategy

In this section, I first describe the data and thematching procedure used in the paper.
I then turn to the identification strategy used to causally identify the effects of negative
interest rate policies.

2.1 Data andmatching

I use the Orbis dataset to construct a novel matched firm-bank dataset for the years
2011 to 2019 from seven euro area countries that implement negative interest rate poli-
cies.

2.1.1 Data

Orbis is the largest cross-country firm-level database, and it is frequently used in liter-
ature because it offers granular and harmonized data at both the firm and bank levels
across countries. Orbis has detailed balance sheet and income statement information
on millions of firms worldwide, and it covers all industries in the economy and in-
cludes both private and public firms. Furthermore, firms in Orbis report their associ-
ated banks. This information is crucial forme to construct a novel matched firm-bank
level dataset.

The Orbis dataset captures a diverse cross-section of firms from various industries
and is highly representative of an average European firm. Firms with fewer than 250
employees constitute a significant portion of the dataset. Such firms typically cannot
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switch to alternative funding sources. This sharpens my identification of the effects
of bank funding on them, aligning well with my primary objective: to quantify the
impact of bank credit supply on firms and their respective reactions. Some studies
primarily focus on firms with access to syndicated loans, limiting their analysis to a
sample dominated by very large firms.

2.1.2 Matching firm- and bank-level data

I match firms with their respective banks to causally identify how negative interest
rate policies affect the banks’ credit supply to firms and the subsequent responses of
these firms.

Although firms in my data report their banks’ names, linking the reported bank
name to its corresponding name in Orbis is not straightforward, as there is no stan-
dardized procedure tomatch them. I address this challenge by employing fuzzy name
matching techniques in Python to match the reported bank names with bank balance
sheet data. My matching procedure achieves a matching rate of over 95%.

Kalemli-Özcan, Laeven and Moreno (2022) employ a similar matching approach
within the Orbis dataset to study the relationship between weak bank balance sheets
and firm-level investment following the Great Financial Crisis. This matching tech-
nique is also used in other studies, such as Giannetti and Ongena (2012) and Ongena,
Peydro and Horen (2015), which examine the role of foreign banks in transmitting
crises.

2.1.3 Sample

In constructing and cleaningmydataset, I follow themethodology outlined inKalemli-
Ozcan, Sorensen, Villegas-Sanchez, Volosovych and Yesiltas (2015).

The sample covers the period from 2011 to 2019. This includes 3 years before the
introduction of negative interest rate policies in 2014 and 6 years following their imple-
mentation, allowing for an analysis of both short-termand long-termeffects. I exclude
2020 from the sample due to the Covid-19 crisis and the significant policy responses to
it.

I restrict my sample to the non-financial sector, which includes firms with NACE
Rev. 2 codes ranging from 01 to 98, with the exception of codes 64 through 661. I use
firms from 7 euro area countries: Austria, France, Germany, Greece, the Netherlands,
Portugal, and Spain. Firms in Italy do not report their bankers, and therefore Italy is
excluded from the sample.

Firms in Orbis report their outstanding short- and long-term liabilities without
breaking down individual bank debts. Therefore, to identify credit supply effects, I ex-

1NACE Rev. 2 codes 64-66 refers to Financial and insurance activities.
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clude firms that borrow frommultiple banks and retain only those with a single bank
affiliation. While 99% of firms in France report a single bank, 60% of firms in Portu-
gal do the same. It is common formany European firms to have a lending relationship
with only one bank. Using 15 credit registries from Europe, Altavilla, Boucinha, Pey-
dró and Smets (2020) found that the share of firmswith a single bank ranges from 54%
to 90%, depending on the country.

I use unconsolidated accounts to avoid double counting when both the parent and
subsidiary companies are in my dataset. In addition to the country and sector restric-
tions, I limitmy sample to firm-year observations that consistently report key financial
variables, which are assets, liabilities, bank credit, sales, and cash and cash equiva-
lents, over a span of 9 consecutive years.

As a result, my constructed sample, covering the period from 2011 to 2019, has over
1 million observations, with 180k unique firms from 7 European countries, spanning
700 different industries and working with over 1000 different banks. Table 1 presents
descriptive statistics for themain regression variables, both before and after the intro-
duction of negative interest rate policies.

2.2 Identification strategy

In this section, I describe the identification strategyused to causally identify the effects
of negative interest rate policies on bank lending, investment, and employment, and
how capital-labor substitution influences these effects.

2.2.1 Setting

During the Great Recession, many central banks lowered their rates to zero or very
close to zero in order to provide monetary accommodation to their economies. This
led them to reach the lower bound of conventional monetary policy. However, the
recovery after the crisis, especially in Europe, was subdued. Consequently, several
central banks in Europe, including the European Central Bank in 2014, started imple-
menting negative interest rate policies to stimulate economic growth in their coun-
tries. Moving into negative territory is unusual, but understanding its impact on the
banking sector, especially regarding their funding sources, is crucial.

Negative interest rate policies affect banks differently based on the extent to which
they fund themselves through deposits. Specifically, banks with higher deposit-to-
asset ratios are more affected than those with lower ratios. Both interest rates on de-
posits and on other funding sources follow the policy rate when it is non-negative.
However, when the policy interest rate becomes negative, non-deposit interest rates
follow the policy rate and also becomenegative, while the deposit rate remains at zero.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics.

Panel A: Before, 2012-2013

Variable Mean SD p25 p50 p75 N

Asset 14.014 1.757 12.908 13.841 14.972 327579

Leverage 0.621 0.359 0.386 0.603 0.807 327579

As Annual growth ∆ ln(.)

Bank credit -0.068 1.028 -0.357 -0.076 0.157 239159

Interest rate 0.006 1.388 -0.355 0.013 0.381 212000

Cash -0.008 1.223 -0.487 0 0.46 321858

Net investment -0.037 0.498 -0.219 -0.069 0.045 311041

Employment -0.019 0.265 -0.071 0 0.022 198238

Employee expenses -0.007 0.255 -0.078 0.004 0.078 306467

Sales -0.017 0.336 -0.117 -0.008 0.093 327579

Material expenses -0.027 0.505 -0.164 -0.011 0.130 276245

Panel B: After, 2014-2019

Variable Mean SD p25 p50 p75 N

Asset 14.062 1.782 12.948 13.896 15.036 845468

Leverage 0.59 0.379 0.336 0.557 0.776 845468

As Annual growth ∆ ln(.)

Bank credit -0.057 1.009 -0.335 -0.062 0.172 599514

Interest rate -0.038 1.392 -0.394 -0.024 0.330 467655

Cash 0.055 1.155 -0.377 0.046 0.479 832195

Net investment -0.007 0.506 -0.194 -0.051 0.08 795683

Employment 0.013 0.238 0 0 0.067 609433

Employee expenses 0.016 0.228 -0.048 0.015 0.091 699270

Sales 0.012 0.299 -0.068 0.010 0.105 845468

Material expenses 0.003 0.476 -0.119 0.010 0.145 632348

Notes: Based on an unbalanced sample of firms that are matched to their banks. Panel A
presents descriptive statistics for the period 2012-2013. Panel B presents descriptive statistics
for the period 2012-2013. Asset refers to the natural logarithm of total assets. Leverage is com-
puted total liabilities to total assets. Bank credit is the sum of both long- and short-term finan-
cial debt. Interest rate is calculated as interest expenses to bank credit. Cash refers to cash
and cash equivalent. Net investment is tangible fixed assets. Employment is the number of
employees. Employee expenses refer to employees’ costs (including pension costs). Sales are
net sales. Material expenses are material costs. Source: My own calculations based on Orbis.
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Banks are hesitant to transmit negative rates to their deposits (Eisenschmidt and
Smets, 2019; Lopez, Rose and Spiegel, 2020). As a result, banks with higher deposit-to-
asset ratios experience a decline in net interest margins, seeing a smaller reduction
in their funding costs when the policy rate turns negative. Consequently, these banks
are expected to lend less following the introduction of negative interest rate policies,
compared to those with lower ratios.

2.2.2 Identification

I employ a difference-in-differences identification strategy in which I exploit banks’
ex-ante heterogeneous exposure to these policies to determine how negative interest
rate policies affect bank lending and how changes in bank lending translate into firm
performance in terms of investment and employment.

I control for thedemand forbankcredit fromfirmsusing four-digit-industry-country-
year fixed effects. The underlying identifying assumption is that firmswithin the same
four-digit-industry-country-year classification experience similar demand shocks. This
allows me to disentangle the effect of firms’ credit demand from the banks’ credit
supply following the introduction of negative interest rate policies, as monetary pol-
icy reacts to macroeconomic conditions. This approach is similar to that of Degryse,
De Jonghe, Jakovljević, Mulier and Schepens (2019), which utilize the Belgian credit
registry and use industry-location-size-time fixed effects to control for credit demand
when firms have a single bank. I also include firm and bank fixed effects to control for
the effect of their existing relationship.

I note that I capture the relative cross-sectional effects, not the overall aggregate
effects. This is due to the time fixed effects in my comprehensive fixed effect struc-
ture, which absorb the aggregate impacts of negative interest rate policies. As a result,
the estimates frommy regressions do not directlymeasure the effect of negative inter-
est rate policies on aggregate variables. However, these estimates are well-identified
macro moments and will be used in a moment-matching exercise to inform the pro-
duction function block of my general equilibrium model. This approach is similar to
Nakamura and Steinsson (2018). To assess the impact of negative interest rate policies
on the broader economy, such as their effect on total lending, as well as to conduct a
welfare analysis, I use a general equilibriummodel in Section 4.

2.2.3 Empirical specifications

In this section, I present the empirical specification to causally identify the effects of
the policies on the variables of interest.
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Effect on credit supply

To causally identify the effects of negative interest rate policies on the credit supply, I
employ the following specification

Loan growthisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αb + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct (1)

where Loan growthisct denotes loan growth at of firm i in sector s in country c in year
t, and is calculated as the difference in the natural logarithm of credit between peri-
ods t and t – 1. Deposit ratio corresponds to firm i’s bank b’s deposits to assets at the
end of 2013. Post is a dummy variable equal to one for the years t = {2014, . . . , 2019}
and equal to zero for the years t = {2012, 2013}. αb is bank fixed effects, accounting for
both observable and unobservable bank-specific factors. It also controls for the effect
of the existing relationship between bank b and firm i. δsct is sector-country-year fixed
effects. They control for time-varying sector-country fixed effects. X refers to firm-
level controls. I control for leverage, which is defined as the ratio of total liabilities
to total assets; sales growth, defined as the annual change in the natural logarithm of
sales; cash, defined as the ratio of cash and cash equivalents to total assets; and size,
determined as the logarithm of total assets. Highly leveraged firms are less likely to
obtain bank credit due to their elevated default rates. Sales growth controls for firms’
growth opportunities, with those exhibiting high sales growth typically expected to
invest and borrow more. Holding cash reduces a firm’s dependence on external fi-
nancing, including bank credit. Firm size is a significant determinant of leverage, and
consequently, of access to bank credit.

The estimate of β captures the causal impact of negative rates on bank lending. As
previously mentioned, I expect β to be negative. This coefficient measures howmuch
banks with higher deposit ratios, compared to those with lower deposit ratios, reduce
their lending following negative interest rate policies.

I note that the inclusion of sector-country-year fixed effects, δsct, means that I can-
not estimate the coefficient on Post. Similarly, including either firm fixed effect, αi, or
bank fixed effect, αb, prevents me from estimating the coefficient on Deposit ratio.

My difference-in-differencesmethodology requires that firms linked to banks with
higher deposit ratios and those associated with banks with lower deposit ratios should
have the same loan growth trend before the introduction of negative interest rate poli-
cies. This parallel trend assumption is foundational to the difference-in-differences ap-
proach. To bolster the validity of my empirical strategy, I investigate whether this
assumption holds true. I address this by conducting the following regression. It is
an event study difference-in-differences with the time-varying regression coefficients,
showing the differential evolution of loan growth betweenfirms associatedwith banks
with higher deposit ratios and those linked to banks with lower deposit ratios over the
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years.

Loan growthisct =
2019∑
t=2012

βtDYear=t × Deposit ratiob + αb + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct (2)

The variable DYear=t is a dummy variable taking the value one if the year is equal to
t, where t = {2012, . . . , 2019}. I pick 2013 as the reference year, which is the year right
before the introduction of negative interest rate policies in 2014.

The time-varying regression coefficient, βt, captures the differential evolution of
loan growth over the years between firms associated with banks with higher deposit
ratios and those linked to banks with lower deposit ratios. If the coefficients for the
pre-period years of 2012 and 2013 are around zero, this bolsters the parallel trend as-
sumption, indicating that these firms experienced similar credit growth prior to the in-
troduction of negative interest rate policies. I will also use the same regression frame-
work for other variables of interest.

Effect on interest rate

I also use my baseline specification to estimate the effect on interest rate, using in-
terest rate growth as the dependent variable in the regression. It is calculated as the
difference in the natural logarithm of interest rate between periods t and t –1. Interest
rate refers to the ratio of interest expenses to the sum of both long- and short-term
financial debt as recorded in Orbis.

In this regression, where the dependent variable is interest rate growth, I expect
β to be positive. This is because banks with higher deposit ratios tend to experience a
decrease in profitability compared to those with lower deposit ratios, due to themech-
anism mentioned above. Consequently, to boost their profits, banks with higher de-
posit ratios charge higher interest rates following negative interest rate policies than
those with lower deposit ratios.

Effect on other financial variables

I also examine the effects onother firm-level financial variables. I checkwhetherfirms
with banks more exposed to these policies switch to other funding sources. This is to
verify whether my results truly stem from banks more exposed to negative interest
rate policies supplying less credit to firms, compared to their peers less exposed to
these policies. Consequently, I estimate the following regression, which is identical to
Equation (5), but with a different dependent variable.

Firm other financialisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αb + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct (3)
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Firm other financial is (i) leverage, calculated as the ratio of total liabilities (excluding
equity) to total assets in period t and (ii) cash growth, measured as the difference in
the natural logarithm of cash and cash equivalent between periods t and t – 1.

In the regression, where the dependent variable is leverage, I expect β to be nega-
tive. This is because firms associatedwith bankswith higher deposit ratios experience
a reduction in bank credit and they cannot switch to alternative funding sources. As
a result, I expect their leverage to be lower than that of firms linked to banks with
lower deposit ratios. Conversely, in the regression, where the dependent variable is
cash growth, I expect β to be positive. Following the credit reduction, firms associ-
ated with banks with higher deposit ratios are expected to increase their cash holding.
This can be attributed to the self-financingmotive (Almeida, Campello, Laranjeira and
Weisbenner, 2012).

Effect on risk taking

I also examine the effects of negative interest rate policies on bank risk-taking through
bank lending. I employmy baseline specification detailed in Equation (1) and split the
sample into safe and risky firms.

My ex-ante risk measure is based on firms’ ex-ante return on asset volatility (ex-
pressed as a standard deviation) between 2011 and 2013, a period before the introduc-
tion of negative interest rate policies (Heider et al., 2019). The return on assets is cal-
culated using the sum of operating profit and financial profits before tax, divided by
assets.

I define risky firms as those with a standard deviation of their return on assets
above the median of the distribution in their country, while safe firms are those with
volatility below the median of that distribution.

The sign of the coefficient β depends on whether the risk-bearing channel or the
reaching for yield channel is more important. According to the risk-bearing channel,
banks tend to take less risk following a decline in their profitability. This is because
they have less capital to absorb losses and tomeet regulatory capital requirements. In
contrast, the reaching for yield channel operates in the opposite direction. It posits that
a decrease in bank profitability encourages banks to take on more risk by lending to
riskier firms.

Effect on investment and employment

I also investigate how a change in bank lending translates into investment and employ-
ment in firms that borrow from banksmore exposed to negative interest rate policies.
My goal is to quantify the real effects of these policies through bank lending to firms.
Consequently, I estimate the following regression, which is identical to Equation (1),
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but with a different dependent variable.

Firm outcome growthisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αb + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct (4)

Firm outcome growth is (i) net investment, calculated as the difference in the natural
logarithm of tangible fixed assets between periods t and t – 1 and (ii) employment
growth, defined as the difference in the natural logarithm of number of employees
between periods t and t – 1.

In the regression, where the dependent variable is net investment, I expect β to
be negative. Firms associated with banks with higher deposit ratios are more likely to
invest less compared to those linked to bankswith lower deposit ratios. This is because
capital becomes more expensive for them as their banks lend less and charge higher
interest rates.

In the regression, where the dependent variable is employment, the sign of the
coefficient β depends on how easily firms can substitute capital with labor. If capital
and labor are complements, I expect β to be negative. However, if capital and labor
are substitutes, I expect β to be positive.

Effect of elasticity of substitution on investment and employment

I examine the effects of the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor in pro-
duction on investment and employment. Drawing on previouswork, Herrendorf, Her-
rington and Valentinyi (2015) estimate the elasticity of substitution between capital
and labor by sector for the United States. They find that the primary2 and secondary
sectors3 exhibit a higher elasticity of substitution than the tertiary4 sector. In essence,
capital and labor are less substitutable in the tertiary sector compared to other sectors.
Similarly, Kopecna, Scasny and Recka (2020) arrive at the same conclusion for the Eu-
ropean Union.

Given these insights, for my analysis, I use the baseline specification detailed in
Equation (1). I then divide the sample into two groups based on their sectorial elastic-
ities: firms in sectors with higher elasticity, from the primary and secondary sectors,
and those in sectors with lower elasticity, from the tertiary sectors.

In the regression, where the dependent variable is net investment, I expect β to be
2The primary sectors encompass Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing, and Mining and Quarrying.
3The secondary sectors cover Manufacturing; Electricity, Gas, Steam, and Air Conditioning Supply;

Water Supply, Sewerage, Waste Management, and Remediation Activities; and Construction.
4The tertiary sectors comprise Wholesale and Retail Trade; Repair of Motor Vehicles and Motorcy-

cles; Transport and Storage; Accommodation and Food Service Activities; Information and Commu-
nication; Real Estate Activities; Professional, Scientific, and Technical Activities; Administrative and
Support Service Activities; Public Administration and Defence; Compulsory Social Security; Education;
Human Health and Social Work Activities; Arts, Entertainment and Recreation; and Other Service Ac-
tivities.
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negative for both sectors. Firms associated with banks with higher deposit ratios are
more likely to invest less compared to those linked to banks with lower deposit ratios.
This is because capital becomesmore expensive for them as their banks lend less and
charge higher interest rates. I expect this to hold true for firms in sectors with both
lower and higher elasticity.

In contrast, in the regression, where the dependent variable is employment, the
sign of the coefficient β depends on how easily firms can substitute capital with labor.
If capital and labor are less substitutable (more complementary), as seen in the tertiary
sector, I expectβ to be negative. Conversely, if capital and labor aremore substitutable
(more like substitutes), as observed in the primary and secondary sectors, I expect β
to be positive.

3 Empirical results

In this section, I present in five steps my results for the estimations outlined in the
previous section. First, I document the effect of negative interest rate policies on bank
lending and the lending rate. Second, I show the effects on other financial variables,
leverage and cash holdings, to strengthen my lending results. Third, I present the ef-
fects on firm performance in terms of investment and employment and emphasize
the role of capital-labor substitution in shaping these effects. Fourth, To provide fur-
ther evidence supportingmy empirical approach, I examinewhether the parallel trend
assumption is satisfied. Fifth, I investigate whether there is an increase in risk taking.

3.1 Lending and lending rate

Table 2 reports lending results.
The estimated coefficient on the interaction term, β, shown in Columns (1) to (4)

of Table 2, is negative and highly significant. This suggests that firmswith banksmore
exposed to negative interest rate policies receive less bank credit compared to firms
with less exposed banks following the introduction of these policies.

Based on the estimate in Column (1), in terms of economic significance, a one-
standard deviation increase in the deposit-to-asset ratio leads to a 1% decrease in lend-
ing growth. This decrease is relevant and economically significant, especially consid-
ering that the average credit growth between the periods before and after the policies
is 1.4%.

The result is robust when adding firm-level variables in Column (2) to control for
observable determinants of credit demand. In Columns (3) and (4), I modify the expo-
sure measure, the main independent variable, from continuous to binary. This new
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Table 2: Negative Interest Rates and Bank Credit Supply

Dependent variable: Loan growth

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Deposit ratio× Post -0.0594∗∗ -0.0598∗∗

(%) (0.0252) (0.0251)

Deposit ratio× Post -0.0209∗∗∗ -0.0208∗∗∗

(0/1) (0.00777) (0.00770)

Firm Control No Yes No Yes

Bank FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Country-Industry-Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 735780 735780 735780 735780

R2 0.0273 0.0280 0.0273 0.0280

Notes: The table presents OLS estimates of the following model at the bank-firm level.

Loan growthisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αb + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

The dependent variable is loan growth at the firm-bank level and is calculated as the difference
in the natural logarithm of credit between periods t and t – 1. Credit refers to the sum of long-
and short-term financial debt recorded in Orbis. The deposit ratio, presented in Columns (1)
and (2), denotes the ratio of deposits over total assets (in %) for the year 2013. In Columns (3)
and (4), the deposit ratio is assigned a value of one if the ratio of deposits to total assets in 2013
is above the median of its respective country’s distribution. Post is a dummy variable repre-
senting the period from 2014 onward. The set of firm control variables (not reported) includes
i) size, measured as the logarithm of total assets, ii) leverage, defined as the ratio of total liabil-
ities to total assets, iii) sales growth, measured as the annual change in the natural logarithm
of sales, iv) cash, defined as the ratio of cash and cash equivalents to total assets. Bank fixed
effects are included. Country-Industry-Time fixed effects are based on four-digit NACE Rev.2
codes. Robust standard errors, clustered at the bank level, are in parentheses. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗

indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.
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independent variable takes a value of one if the deposit-to-asset ratio is above the me-
dian within its country’s deposit-to-asset distribution. The coefficient on the interac-
tion term is negative and statistically significant. This suggests that banks more ex-
posed to policies, relative to their less exposed counterparts, supply less credit. The
resulting decrease in lending growth is equal to 2%.

Myfindings alignwith prior research that reports negative effects on bank lending.
However, the magnitude of the effects that I have identified is notably smaller than
that found in some other studies. For instance, Heider et al. (2019) find a decrease
of 13% following a one-standard deviation increase in the deposit-to-asset ratio, while
Eggertsson et al. (2023) report a decline of 2.6%. In contrast, my research suggests a
more moderate decrease of 1%. One potential reason for this difference might be the
unique strengths and precision of my dataset. Firstly, firms inmy dataset, representa-
tive of an average European business, predominantly rely on bank credit, making it an
ideal sample to study lending effects with greater accuracy. Secondly, I comprehen-
sively control bank credit demand using four-digit-industry-country-year fixed effects
spanning 708 industries across 7 countries over an 8-year period, with the assumption
that firms within specific industries have similar credit needs.

Moving to the interest rate results in Table 3, I note that the coefficients in Columns
(1) to (4) are positive and statistically significant. This implies that banksmore exposed
to negative interest rate policies charge higher interest rates than their less exposed
counterparts. This approach aligns with their aim to boost their profitability.

Based on the estimate in Column (1), in terms of the economic significance, a one-
standard deviation increase in the deposit-to-asset ratio leads to a 11 basis points in-
crease in interest rate. This increase is both relevant and economically significant,
especially when considering that the cost associated with the inability to pass on neg-
ative rates to depositors stands at around 25 basis points, given the average deposit-to-
asset ratio of 50%.

3.2 Leverage and cash holding

Table 4 reports the effects on other financial variables, leverage and cash holdings.
Beginning with the leverage results, I observe that the coefficients in Columns (1)

and (2) are positive and statistically significant at the 1 percent level. This suggests
that firmswithmore exposed banks cannot substitute the decrease in bank credit with
other funding sources, resulting in a reduction of their leverage ratio.

Turning to the cash holdings results, I observe that the coefficients in Columns
(3) and (4) are positive and statistically significant. This indicates that firms associated
with banksmore exposed to negative interest rate policies increase their cash holdings
more than their counterparts linked to less exposed banks, following the introduction
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Table 3: Negative Interest Rates and Loan Interest Rate

Dependent variable: Interest rate growth

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Deposit ratio× Post 0.0716∗∗ 0.0727∗∗

(%) (0.0364) (0.0365)

Deposit ratio× Post 0.0209∗ 0.0211∗

(0/1) (0.0111) (0.0111)

Firm Control No Yes No Yes

Bank FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Country-Industry-Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 580228 580228 580228 580228

R2 0.0325 0.0328 0.0325 0.0328

Notes: The table presents OLS estimates of the following model at the bank-firm level.

Interest rate growthisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αb + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

The dependent variable is interest rate growth at the firm-bank level and is calculated as the
difference in the natural logarithm of interest rate between periods t and t – 1. Interest rate
refers to the ratio of interest expenses to the sum of long- and short-term financial debt as
recorded in Orbis. The deposit ratio, presented in Columns (1) and (2), denotes the ratio of
deposits over total assets (in %) for the year 2013. In Columns (3) and (4), the deposit ratio is
assigned a value of one if the ratio of deposits to total assets in 2013 is above the median of its
respective country’s distribution. Post is a dummy variable representing the period from 2014
onward. The set of firm control variables (not reported) includes i) size, measured as the loga-
rithm of total assets, ii) leverage, defined as the ratio of total liabilities to total assets, iii) sales
growth, measured as the annual change in the natural logarithm of sales, iv) cash, defined as
the ratio of cash and cash equivalents to total assets. Bank fixed effects are included. Country-
Industry-Time fixed effects are based on four-digit NACE Rev.2 codes. Robust standard errors,
clustered at the bank level, are in parentheses. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicate significance at 1%, 5%,
and 10%, respectively.
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Table 4: Negative Interest Rates and Other Firm Financial Variables

Dependent variable: Leverage Cash growth

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Deposit ratio× Post -0.00687∗∗∗ 0.0610∗∗

(%) (0.00214) (0.0252)

Deposit ratio× Post -0.00275∗∗∗ 0.0119∗∗

(0/1) (0.000689) (0.00599)

Firm Control Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bank FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Country-Industry-Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 1016143 1016143 997570 997570

R2 0.914 0.914 0.205 0.205

Notes: The table presents OLS estimates of the following model at the bank-firm level.

Leverageisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αi + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

Cash growthisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αi + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

The dependent variable in Columns (1) and (2) is leverage at the firm level and is calculated as
the ratio of total liabilities to total assets in period t. The dependent variable in Columns (3)
and (4) is cash growth at the firm level and is calculated as the difference in the natural loga-
rithm of cash and cash equivalent between periods t and t – 1. The deposit ratio, presented in
Columns (1) and (3), denotes the ratio of deposits over total assets (in %) for the year 2013. In
Columns (2) and (4), the deposit ratio is assigned a value of one if the ratio of deposits to to-
tal assets in 2013 is above the median of its respective country’s distribution. Post is a dummy
variable representing the period from 2014 onward. The set of firm control variables (not re-
ported) includes i) size, measured as the logarithm of total assets, ii) leverage, defined as the
ratio of total liabilities to total assets, iii) sales growth, measured as the annual change in the
natural logarithm of sales, iv) cash, defined as the ratio of cash and cash equivalents to total
assets. Bank fixed effects are included. Country-Industry-Time fixed effects are based on four-
digit NACERev.2 codes. Robust standard errors, clustered at the bank level, are in parentheses.
∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.
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of these policies. Such behavior is consistent with their self-financing motive.
The result is robust to adding firm level variables to control for observable determi-

nants of credit demand and changing the main dependent variable from continuous
to binary.

These results verify my results truly stem from banksmore exposed to negative in-
terest rate policies supplying less credit to firms, compared to their peers less exposed
to these policies.

3.3 Investment and employment

My lending results show that banks more exposed to negative interest rate policies re-
duce their credit supply to firms borrowing from them, relative to banks that are less
exposed, after these policies are implemented. In this section, I study how a decrease
in bank lending translates into investment and employment in firms that borrow from
banks more exposed to negative interest rate policies and how capital-labor substitu-
tion shapes these effects.

Table 5 reports the effects on real firm outcomes, investment and employment.
Beginning with the investment results, the estimated coefficient on the interaction

term, β, shown in Columns (1) to (4) of Table 5, is negative and highly significant. This
suggests that firms with banks more exposed to negative interest rate policies invest
less compared to firms with less exposed banks following the introduction of these
policies.

Based on the estimate in Column (1), in terms of the economic significance, a one-
standard deviation increase in the deposit-to-asset ratio leads to an approximately 50
basis points decrease in investment. This decrease is relevant and economically signif-
icant, especially considering that the average change investment between the periods
before and after the policies is 3%.

The result is robust when adding firm-level variables in Column (2) to control for
observable determinants of investment.

In Columns (3) and (4), Imodify the exposuremeasure, themain independent vari-
able, from continuous to binary. This new independent variable takes a value of one
if the deposit-to-asset ratio is above the median within its country’s deposit-to-asset
distribution. The coefficient on the interaction term is negative and statistically sig-
nificant. This suggests that banks more exposed to policies, compared to their less
exposed counterparts, supply less credit. The resulting decrease in lending growth is
equal to 60 basis points.

Thesefindings contrastwith the conclusions ofBittner, Bonfim,Heider, Saidi, Schep-
ens and Soares (2022), Bottero et al. (2022), and Altavilla, Burlon, Giannetti andHolton
(2022), who find increase in investment in firms associated with banks more exposed
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Table 5: Negative Interest Rates and Investment

Dependent variable: Net investment

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Deposit ratio× Post -0.0274∗∗∗ -0.0261∗∗∗

(%) (0.00994) (0.00993)

Deposit ratio× Post -0.00591∗ -0.00590∗∗

(0/1) (0.00306) (0.00301)

Firm Control No Yes No Yes

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Country-Industry-Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 955772 955772 955772 955772

R2 0.199 0.211 0.199 0.211

Notes: The table presents OLS estimates of the following model at the bank-firm level.

Net investmentisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αi + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

The dependent variable is net investment at the firm level and is calculated as the difference
in the natural logarithm of tangible fixed assets between periods t and t – 1. The deposit ratio,
presented in Columns (1) and (2), denotes the ratio of deposits over total assets (in %) for the
year 2013. In Columns (3) and (4), the deposit ratio is assigned a value of one if the ratio of de-
posits to total assets in 2013 is above the median of its respective country’s distribution. Post is
a dummy variable representing the period from 2014 onward. The set of firm control variables
(not reported) includes i) size, measured as the logarithm of total assets, ii) leverage, defined
as the ratio of total liabilities to total assets, iii) sales growth, measured as the annual change
in the natural logarithm of sales, iv) cash, defined as the ratio of cash and cash equivalents to
total assets. Bank fixed effects are included. Country-Industry-Time fixed effects are based on
four-digit NACE Rev.2 codes. Robust standard errors, clustered at the bank level, are in paren-
theses. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.
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to policies. The divergence arises because, while they observe positive effects on bank
lending, I identify negative effects. Less credit translates into less investment, as cap-
ital financing becomes more costly for firms associated with banks that are more ex-
posed to negative interest rate policies.

Moving to the employment results in Table 6, I observe that the coefficients in
Columns (1) and (2) are positive, but they are not statistically significant and do not
differ from zero. This suggests that firms associated with banks more exposed to neg-
ative interest rate policies might attempt to substitute capital with labor, as capital be-
comes more expensive due to their banks charging higher rates. Such behavior hints
that capital and labor could be gross substitutes in production. To assess the robust-
ness of this result, I change the dependent variable to payroll expenses in Columns (3)
and (4). Consistent with the initial result, the coefficient associated with the interac-
tion term remains positive, but is not statistically significant.

In Table 10 in Appendix B, to further support my argument that firms associated
withmore exposed banks increase their employment compared to those linked to less
exposed banks, I examine the effects on output growth, defined as the annual change
in the natural logarithm of output, and on intermediate input growth in production,
defined as the annual change in the natural logarithm of materials. I find that the
coefficients on the interaction term in both the output regression and the intermediate
input regression are positive, though not statistically significant.

The coefficient on the interaction term suggests there is no significant difference
in output growth between firms associated withmore exposed banks and those linked
to less exposed banks. However, given that firms with more exposed banks experi-
ence reduced capital yet maintain similar output levels, it is logical to infer that these
firms have increased their labor to compensate for the decreased capital, especially
considering that intermediate inputs remain consistent across both types of firms.

3.3.1 Effect of elasticity of substitution on investment and employment

Table 7 reports the effects of the elasticity of substitution on both investment and em-
ployment for sectors with higher and lower elasticity of substitution.

Starting with the investment results, the estimated coefficient on the interaction
term, β, shown in Columns (1) to (2) of Table 7, is negative. This observation is con-
sistent and appears unrelated to the sector’s elasticity of substitution. This is because
firms associated with banks with higher deposit ratios charge higher interest rates on
their loans, making capital more expensive.

Turning to the employment results, the coefficient in Column (3) is positive and
statistically significant. This underscores that firms in sectors with higher elasticity of
substitution increase their employment. Conversely, the coefficient in Column (4) is
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Table 6: Negative Interest Rates and Employment

Dependent variable: Employment growth Employee expenses growth

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Deposit ratio× Post 0.00489 0.00234

(%) (0.00901) (0.00525)

Deposit ratio× Post 0.00133 0.00169

(0/1) (0.00179) (0.00164)

Firm Control Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Country-Industry-Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 701950 701950 861511 861511

R2 0.187 0.187 0.223 0.223

Notes: The table presents OLS estimates of the following model at the bank-firm level.

Employment growthisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αi + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

Employee expenses growthisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αi + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

The dependent variable in Columns (1) and (2) is employment growth at the firm level and is
calculated as the difference in the natural logarithm of number of employees between peri-
ods t and t – 1. The dependent variable in Columns (3) and (4) is employee expenses growth
at the firm level and is calculated as the difference in the natural logarithm of employee ex-
penses between periods t and t – 1. Employee expenses refer to the employees costs of the
company (including pension costs) in Orbis. The deposit ratio, presented in Columns (1) and
(3), denotes the ratio of deposits over total assets (in %) for the year 2013. In Columns (2) and
(4), the deposit ratio is assigned a value of one if the ratio of deposits to total assets in 2013 is
above the median of its respective country’s distribution. Post is a dummy variable represent-
ing the period from 2014 onward. The set of firm control variables (not reported) includes i)
size, measured as the logarithm of total assets, ii) leverage, defined as the ratio of total liabil-
ities to total assets, iii) sales growth, measured as the annual change in the natural logarithm
of sales, iv) cash, defined as the ratio of cash and cash equivalents to total assets. Bank fixed
effects are included. Country-Industry-Time fixed effects are based on four-digit NACE Rev.2
codes. Robust standard errors, clustered at the bank level, are in parentheses. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗

indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.
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Table 7: Negative Interest Rates and Elasticity of Substitution

Dependent variable: Net investment Employment growth

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Sample: Primary & Tertiary Primary & Tertiary

Secondary Secondary

Deposit ratio× Post -0.0188 -0.0305∗∗∗ 0.0278∗∗ -0.00801

(%) (0.0161) (0.0116) (0.0125) (0.0107)

Firm Control Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Country-Industry-Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 346739 609033 243474 458476

R2 0.215 0.209 0.183 0.180

Notes: The table presents OLS estimates of the following model at the bank-firm level.

Net investmentisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αi + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

Employment growthisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αi + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

The dependent variable in Columns (1) and (2) is net investment at the firm level and is calcu-
lated as the difference in the natural logarithm of tangible fixed assets between periods t and
t–1. The sample is restricted to firms in Primary (agriculture andmining) and Secondary (man-
ufacturing, electricity and water supply, and construction) sectors in Column (1) and firms in
Tertiary (wholesale trade, transportation, accommodation, information and communication,
real estate, professional services, education, health) sector in Column (2). The dependent vari-
able in Columns (3) and (4) is employment growth at the firm level and is calculated as the
difference in the natural logarithm of number of employees between periods t and t – 1. The
sample is restricted to firms in Primary (agriculture andmining) and Secondary (manufactur-
ing, electricity and water supply, and construction) sectors in Column (3) and firms in Tertiary
(wholesale trade, transportation, accommodation, information and communication, real es-
tate, professional services, education, health) sector in Column (4). The deposit ratio denotes
the ratio of deposits over total assets (in %) for the year 2013. Post is a dummy variable repre-
senting the period from 2014 onward. The set of firm control variables (not reported) includes
i) size, measured as the logarithm of total assets, ii) leverage, defined as the ratio of total liabil-
ities to total assets, iii) sales growth, measured as the annual change in the natural logarithm
of sales, iv) cash, defined as the ratio of cash and cash equivalents to total assets. Bank fixed
effects are included. Country-Industry-Time fixed effects are based on four-digit NACE Rev.2
codes. Robust standard errors, clustered at the bank level, are in parentheses. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗

indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.
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negative, but not statistically significant, and does not differ from zero. This suggests
that firms operating in sectors with production technology characterized by lower
elasticity of substitution did not increase their employment.

These employment findings indicate that firms linked to banks more exposed to
negative interest rate policies increase their employment compared to firms with less
exposed banks, but this is mostly observed in sectors that feature a higher elasticity of
substitution after the introduction of these policies. This observation aligns with the
findings of Laeven, McAdam and Popov (2023) who draw a similar conclusion when
studying the effects of the credit crunch on Spanish firms in the aftermath of the Great
Financial Crisis.

3.4 Checking parallel trend assumption

Figure 1 displays the time-varying regression coefficients of the model relative to the
year 2013, using loan growth as the dependent variable, with the confidence intervals
of a 90% confidence level. The coefficient is not statistically different from zero for
the pre-period years of 2012 and 2013, but it becomes negative and significant at the
10 percent level from 2014 through 2019. This provides further support for the causal
interpretation of my results.

In Appendix A, I present figures for leverage, cash holdings, and investment, sim-
ilar to the previous one on credit growth, to assess whether a trend exists before the
introduction of the policy. The results remain consistent: the coefficients are not sta-
tistically different from zero for the pre-policy years of 2012 and 2013. Following the
policy’s introduction in 2014, they become significant.

3.5 Risk-taking

Table 8 reports the effects of negative interest rate policies on risk-taking throughbank
lending, splitting the sample into safe and risky firms. In Columns (1) and (2), the risk
measure is based on the sumof operating andfinancial profits over assets. In Columns
(3) and (4), the risk measure uses EBITDA, which is defined as the sum of operating
profits and depreciation, over sales.

The estimated coefficient for the interaction term of safe firms in Column (1) is
negative, but not statistically significant. In contrast, the coefficient for risky firms in
Column (2) is negative and is statistically significant, with a much larger magnitude
than in Column (1). Moving to the estimated coefficients in Columns (3) and (4), I find
that the decrease in bank credit for safefirms is smaller than that for riskyfirms. These
results suggest that banks with higher deposit ratios supply less credit to risky firms
than to safe firms following negative interest rate policies.
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Figure 1: Impact of Negative Interest Rate Policies on Bank Credit Supply.

Note: This figure plots the coefficient estimates β̂t of the following model at the bank-firm
level:

Loan growthisct =
2019∑
t=2012

βtDYear=t × Deposit ratiob + αb + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

β̂t is time-varying treatment effect of negative rates on loan growth. Vertical bars corre-
spond to 90% confidence intervals. DYear=t is dummy variable taking the value one if the
year is equal to t, where t = {2012, . . . , 2019}. The year 2013 is the reference year. The de-
pendent variable is loan growth at the firm-bank level and is calculated as the difference
in the natural logarithm of credit between periods t and t – 1. Credit refers to the sum of
both long- and short-term financial debt as recorded in Orbis. The deposit ratio denotes
the ratio of deposits over total assets (in %) for the year 2013. The set of firm control vari-
ables (not reported) includes i) size, measured as the logarithm of total assets, ii) leverage,
defined as the ratio of total liabilities to total assets, iii) sales growth, measured as the an-
nual change in the natural logarithm of sales, iv) cash, defined as the ratio of cash and cash
equivalents to total assets. Bank fixed effects are included. Country-Industry-Time fixed ef-
fects are based on four-digit NACE Rev.2 codes. Robust standard errors are clustered at the
bank level.
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Table 8: Negative Interest Rates and Risk Taking

Dependent Variable Loan growth

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Sample: Safe Risky Safe Risky

Deposit ratio× Post -0.0290 -0.0955∗∗∗ -0.0487∗ -0.0698∗

(0.0277) (0.0353) (0.0283) (0.0358)

Firm Control Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bank FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Country-Industry-Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 354462 314136 346068 317820

R2 0.0392 0.0424 0.0394 0.0403

Notes: The table presents OLS estimates of the following model at the bank-firm level.

Loan growthisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αb + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

The dependent variable is loan growth at the firm-bank level and is calculated as the differ-
ence in the natural logarithm of credit between periods t and t – 1. Credit refers to the sum of
both long- and short-term financial debt as recorded in Orbis. The sample is restricted to safe
firms in Columns (1) and (3). The sample is restricted to risky firms in Columns (2) and (4). In
Columns (1) and (2), a firm is assumed to be safe when the standard deviation of its return on
assets (using the sum of operating profit and financial profits before tax) before 2014 is below
the median of the distribution in its country, while risky firms are those whose standard devi-
ation of its return on assets is above the median of that distribution. In Columns (3) and (4),
a firm is assumed to be safe when the standard deviation of its return on sales (using the sum
of operating profit and depreciation) before 2014 is below the median of the distribution in its
country, while risky firms are those whose standard deviation of its return on assets is above
themedian of that distribution. The deposit ratio denotes the ratio of deposits over total assets
(in %) for the year 2013. Post is a dummy variable representing the period from 2014 onward.
The set of firm control variables (not reported) includes i) size, measured as the logarithm of
total assets, ii) leverage, defined as the ratio of total liabilities to total assets, iii) sales growth,
measured as the annual change in the natural logarithm of sales, iv) cash, defined as the ratio
of cash and cash equivalents to total assets. Bank fixed effects are included. Country-Industry-
Time fixed effects are based on four-digit NACE Rev.2 codes. Robust standard errors, clustered
at the bank level, are in parentheses. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%,
respectively.
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This evidence is consistent with the risk-bearing channel. According to this channel,
following a decline in bank profitability, banks tend to take less risk. This is because
they have less capital to absorb losses and to meet regulatory capital requirements.
This channel operates in the opposite direction of the reaching for yield channel, which
posits that a decrease in bank profitability encourages banks to take on more risk by
lending to riskier firms.

This result aligns with the findings of Arce, Garcia-Posada, Mayordomo and On-
gena (2021), who find that more exposed banks provide less credit to risky firms com-
pared to their safer counterparts, and of Boungou (2020), who finds that banks taking
less risks in countries after negative interest rates have been introduced.

4 Model

In this section, I present the model that I will use to study the aggregate effects of
negative interest rate policies and to understand the role of capital-labor substitution
in shaping these effects. This model will then be used for the numerical simulations
in Section 5.

I utilize aNewKeynesianDSGEmodel based onUlate (2021), which extendsGertler
andKaradi (2011)withmonopolistic banks a laGerali, Neri, Sessa and Signoretti (2010).
While Ulate (2021) employs a Cobb Douglas production function, I use a normalized
CESproduction function, whichnests theCobbDouglas production function. Thenov-
elty ofmymodel is that it considers the role of capital-labor substitution in shaping the
effects of negative interest rate policies, drawing frommy empirical findings. Specifi-
cally, I consider different substitution elasticities between capital and labor in produc-
tion—a critical but overlooked factor in debates about negative interest rate policies.
As I discuss in subsequent sections, even minor variations in this elasticity of substi-
tution between capital and labor in production have considerable implications for the
economy, banks, and welfare.

The model consists of households, intermediate goods producers, capital produc-
ers, retailers, banks, government, and central bank. Households work, consume, and
save through bank deposits. Intermediate goods firms use capital and labor to pro-
duce intermediate inputs. Retailers transform these inputs into retail goods, which are
then used to produce final consumption goods. Capital producers produce new cap-
ital. Banks collect deposits from households, lend to intermediate goods firms, and
invest in central bank reserves. The central bank conducts monetary policy through a
Taylor rule and can set negative interest rates on reserves.

In addition, households exhibit habit formation, and capital producers face invest-
ment adjustment costs. These features help capture business cycles in a more realis-
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tic manner. They are essential for quantifying the role of capital-labor substitution in
shaping the effects of negative interest rates and for welfare analysis

4.1 Households block

The economy is populated by a continuum of households of mass one. Households
consume, Ct, supply labor, Nt, and save in bank deposits, Dt. Bank deposits are one-
period contracts that yield nominal gross interest return 1 + idt–1 from period t – 1 to
t.

In the utility function below, β represents households’ discount factor, h denotes
their habit formation behavior, χ is labor utility weight, and η stands for the Frisch
elasticity of labor supply.

Households maximize their expected lifetime discounted utility:

max
Ct,Dt

E0
∞∑
t=0
βt
[
ln(Ct – hCt–1) – χ

N
1+ 1η
t
1 + 1

η

]
, (5)

subject to their budget constraint:

PtCt + Dt = WtNt + Πt – Tt + (1 + idt–1)Dt–1, (6)

where Pt is price level,Wt is nominal wage, Πt is nominal profits to households from
ownership of banks and firms, Tt is nominal lump sum taxes.

Thefirst order conditions are as followswith respect to labor supply, bank deposits,
and consumption.

χN
1
η
t =ϕt

Wt
Pt

(7)

1 = Et
[
βΛt,t+1(1 + idt )

Pt
Pt+1

]
(8)

ϕt = (Ct – hCt–1)–1 – βhEt(Ct+1 – hCt)–1 (9)

Λt,t+1 =
ϕt+1
ϕt

, (10)

where Λt,t+1 is the stochastic discount factor.

4.2 Firms block

There are three firms in this block: intermediate goods producers, capital producing
firms, and retailers.
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4.2.1 Intermediate goods producers

Intermediate goods producers produce intermediate inputs using capital and labor
following the normalized CES production function.

I choose to work with the normalized CES production function for two reasons.
First, the empirical results presented in the previous section suggest a potential de-
parture from the Cobb Douglas production function concerning its elasticity of sub-
stitution between capital and labor. Given this, I aim to understand how responses
to negative interest rate policies, as captured by the impulse response functions, vary
when the elasticity differs from what the Cobb Douglas production function implies.
Second, Cantore and Levine (2012) and others5 argue that normalization of CES pro-
duction function is essential when compare economies that are distinguished solely
by their substitution parameters because using non-normalized CES production not
only obscures calibration results but could also affect dynamic responses to shocks
as the elasticity of output with respect to production inputs can change at different
steady state. Without normalization, a meaningful and consistent comparison would
be unattainable.

At the end of period t–1, intermediate good producers borrow an amount of capital
Kt from their banks to use in the next period t in their production. After the produc-
tion, they return the capital to their banks. And there are no capital adjustment costs
at intermediate good producers.

The firm produces intermediate output Ymt according to the normalized CES pro-
duction function relating their output (Ymt ) to capital (Kt) and labor (Nt):

Ymt = Y0At

[
α0
(Kt
K0
ξt
)σ–1

σ + (1 – α0)
(Nt
N0

)σ–1
σ

] σ
σ–1

, (11)

where σ is the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor, α0 is capital share,
and Y0,K0,N0 are the steady-state values resulting from the normalization associated
with the normalized CES production function. At denotes total factor productivity and
ξt denotes the quality of capital.

Let Pmt be the price of intermediate goods output. Then the firm chooses its labor
demand as follows:

Pmt (1 – α0)

(
Ym0
N0

At

)σ–1
σ
(
Ymt
Nt

) 1
σ

= Wt. (12)

And given that the firmearns zero profit, the stochastic nominal gross return for banks
5The other papers using the normalized CES production function are de la Grandville and Solow

(2009); León-Ledesma, McAdam and Willman (2010); Klump, McAdam and Willman (2012); Cantore
and Levine (2012); Cantore, Leon-Ledesma, McAdam and Willman (2014).
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is given by

1 + ilt+1 =
Qt+1ξt+1(1 – δ) + Pmt+1α0

(
Ym0
K0 At+1ξt+1

)σ–1
σ
(
Ymt+1
Kt+1

) 1
σ

Qt
(13)

Intermediate goods producers face no financial frictions when obtaining capital from
banks. Consequently, they are able to transfer all their residual stochastic returns to
their banks. In amanner akin to Gertler and Karadi (2011), these producers effectively
offer their banks a perfectly state-contingent security.

4.2.2 Capital producers

Capital producing firms produce new capital. However, when adjusting their invest-
ment, It, they face adjustment costs, which I denote with f (·). The evolution of capital
is:

Kt+1 = (1 – δ)ξtKt + It. (14)

Capital producing firms maximize discounted real profits:

max
Iτ

Et
∞∑
τ=t
βτ–tΛt,τ

{(Qτ
Pτ

– 1
)
Iτ – f

( Iτ
Iτ–1

)
Iτ

}
, (15)

whereΛt,τ denotes households stochastic discount factor between periods t and τ, as
given in Equation 10.

The first order condition with respect to investment gives the real price of capital,
Qt
Pt :

Qt
Pt

= 1 + f
( It
It–1

)
+ f ′
( It
It–1

) It
It–1

– EtβΛt,t+1f ′
(It+1
It

)(It+1
It

)2
. (16)

4.2.3 Retailers

Each retail firm s uses intermediate inputs and costlessly transforms them into a dif-
ferentiated variety of a retail good, Yt(s). And final output, Yt, is a CES composite of a
continuum of mass unity of differentiated retail firms.

Yt =
(∫ 1

0
Yt(s)

θ–1
θ ds

) θ
θ–1 . (17)
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From the cost minimization of final good producer:

Yt(s) =
(Pt(s)
Pt

)–θ
Yt (18)

Pt =
(∫ 1

0
Pt(s)1–θds

) 1
1–θ (19)

And the retail firm s is able to freely adjust its prices with probability 1 – γ and choose
the optimal price P∗t (s) to solve

maxEt
∞∑
r=0
γrβrΛt,t+r

Pt
Pt+r

[P∗t (s) – P
m
t+r]Yt+r(s). (20)

The first-order condition related to price setting is:

1 = (1 – γ)
(P∗t
Pt

)1–θ
+ γ
(Pt–1
Pt

)1–θ
. (21)

The evolution of prices and dispersion of prices are as follows:

Γ 1t = ϕtφt
Pmt
Pt
Yt + γβEt

( Pt
Pt+1

)–θ
Γ 1t+1 (22)

Γ2t = ϕtφt
P∗t
Pt
Yt + γβEt

P∗t
P∗t+1

( Pt
Pt+1

)–θ
Γ2t+1 (23)

where θΓ 1t = (θ – 1)Γ
2
t . The relationship between final and intermediate outputs is:

Ymt = Ytv
p
t , (24)

where vpt = γ
(
Pt–1
Pt

)–θ
vpt–1 + (1 – γ)

(
P∗t
Pt

)–θ
.

4.3 Banks block

Banks are from Ulate (2021), so I will keep the description of this bank block brief.
There is a continuum of banks j ∈ [0, 1]. Each bank operates under a monopolistic
framework, exerting its influence both in deposit and loan markets. Let ϵl denote the
loan elasticity of substitution and ϵd denote the deposit elasticity of substitution. Since
all banks behave identically in equilibrium, I drop the subscript j in what follows.

Banks have equity Ft and determine the interest rate they charge on loans, denoted
as ilt, the amount they lend, Lt, the interest rate they pay on deposits i

d
t , the amount of

deposits they accept,Dt, and the amount of reserves they hold in the central bank,Ht,
which earns the policy rate it. Consequently, banks have the following balance sheet
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identity (in real terms):

Lt
Pt
+
Ht
Pt

=
Ft
Pt
+
Dt
Pt

(25)

Banks maximize the presented discounted value of the dividends, DIVt+1, that return
to households.

maxEt
∞∑
s=0
βs+1Λt,t+s+1DIVj,t+s+1 (26)

where Λt,t+s+1 denotes households stochastic discount factor between period t and
t + s + 1. Banks pay a 1 –ω fraction of their total profits, denoted by Xt, as dividends.
The remaining fractionω ofXt will remain inside the bank to accumulate bank equity
Ft, such that:

Ft+1 = Ft(1 – ζ)(1 + πt+1) +ωXt+1 (27)

where ζ is the fraction of nominal bank equity used for bank managerial costs. Total
profits net of managerial costs, and inclusive of an adjustment for inflation, Xt is:

Xt+1 = itFt + (ilt+1 – µ
l
t – it)Lt + (it + µ

d
t – i

d
t )Dt – Ψ

(Lt
Ft
; κ,ν

)
Ft – Ft(1 – ζ)πt+1 (28)

where Ψ(·) represents costs associated with deviation from target loan-to-equity ratio,
ν, (Gerali et al., 2010)6. µdt represents benefits of issuing deposit and µ

l
t denotes cost

of issuing loans (Ulate, 2021).
The first order conditions are as follows for deposit and loan rates, respectively.

1 + idt =
ϵd

ϵd – 1
(1 + it + µdt ) (29)

Et(1 + ilt+1) =
ϵl

ϵl – 1
(1 + it + µlt) + κν

ϵl

ϵl – 1

(
ln
Lt
Ft
– lnν

)
(30)

4.4 Monetary policy and aggregate resource constraint

Output is divided between consumption, investment, government consumption, Gt,
and adjustment costs. The economy-wide resource constraint is thus given by

Yt = Ct + It + Gt + f
( It
It–1

)
It + µlt

Lt–1
Pt

– µdt
Dt–1
Pt

+ ζ
Ft–1
Pt

+ Ψ
(Lt–1
Ft–1

; κ,ν
)Ft–1
Pt

, (31)

6The costs associated with deviating from the target ratio are approximately quadratic cost, which is
parameterized by coefficient κ. Using a quadratic cost is a modeling shortcut that captures the impor-
tance of bank capital in a tractable manner.
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And total loans equal to value of capital:

Lt = QtKt+1 (32)

The monetary policy is characterized by the following Taylor rule with interest-rate
smoothing. Let it be the net nominal interest rate and ῑ is the steady state nominal
rate.

it = (1 – ρi)(̄ι + Ψπ(πt – π̄)) + ρiit–1 + ϵ
i
t (33)

where ρi is smoothing parameter and ϵit denotes exogenous shock tomonetary policy.
The processes for the shocks (technology and government) are standard in themodel.
The lump sum transfers from government to households are given by: Tt = Ht – (1 +
it–1)Ht–1 – PtGt.

5 Numerical simulations

I simulate the model using the Guerrieri and Iacoviello (2015) toolkit and their piece-
wise second-order perturbation approach to account for the occasionally binding con-
straints.

My crisis experiment is a shock to capital quality a la Gertler and Karadi (2011). The
capital productivity declines by 2.5 percent on-impact, with an autocorrelation of 0.90.
The fall in real bank equity due to the shock is similar to what the banks in Europe
experienced after the Great Financial Crisis (Kalemli-Ozcan, Sorensen and Yesiltas,
2012). I compare the results obtained under three different scenarios.

1. Benchmark ZLB scenario: Deposit rate is constrained to benon-negative andpol-
icy rate can be negative but cannot pass –50 basis points. This scenario assumes
that banks cannot pass negative interest rates onto their deposit rates, mirroring
the real-world practice7.

2. Counterfactual ZLB scenario: Both deposit rate and policy rate can be negative
but they cannot pass –50 basis points. This scenario provides a theoretical alter-
native to the current real-world bank behavior.

3. Traditional ZLB scenario: Both deposit rate and policy are constrained to be non-
negative. This scenario provides a theoretical alternative if the central bank does
not opt for a negative interest rate policy.

7The lowest interest rate set by the ECB is –50 basis points.
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I first focus on the Benchmark ZLB scenario with the Counterfactual ZLB scenario.
Within these models, I compare their lending responses. My objective is to quantify
the additional credit that banks would extend if they either passed on negative rates
to depositors or diversified their funding sources. This conclusion is drawn from my
causally identified empirical estimates. The difference in lending between these sce-
narios plays a crucial role in my calibration, which aims to determine the elasticity of
substitution in the production function. Specifically, I will use the difference in lend-
ing between these scenarios to determine the elasticity of substitution between capital
and labor in the production function, employing a moment-matching exercise in line
with Nakamura and Steinsson (2018).

After determining the elasticity parameter, I will then assess the aggregate effects
of negative interest rate policies using the calibrated model. Subsequently, I compare
responses of the Benchmark ZLB scenario to the Traditional ZLB scenario. My goal is
to study the aggregate effects of negative interest rate policies because my empirical
estimates do not capture these effects due to the time fixed effects present in my rich
fixed effect structure.

I examine the impact of the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor in
the production function on the economy under the Benchmark ZLB scenario. I con-
sider various levels of elasticity parameters that are from the literature while main-
taining both the size of the shock and its persistence the same.

5.1 Calibrating the elasticity of substitution between capital and la-
bor in the production

In this section, I calibrate the parameter for the elasticity of substitution between cap-
ital and labor in the normalized CES production function of the model. I follow a cal-
ibration strategy similar to Nakamura and Steinsson (2018). I use estimates from my
bank lending regressions. These estimates serve as well-identified macro moments
suitable for moment-matching exercise, thus providing target moments for the theo-
retical model.

I choose a target moment based on my cross-sectional estimate of bank lending.
This target moment quantifies the additional bank credit that might have been pro-
vided if banks were not subject to the zero lower bound on their deposits. In the the-
oretical model, I compare the differences in bank lending under two scenarios: the
Benchmark ZLB, where banks cannot pass on negative rates, and the Counterfactual
ZLB, where they can. This comparison quantifies the additional credit banks would
extend if they either passed on negative rates to depositors or diversified their fund-
ing sources. I then choose the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor in
the production function so that the lending difference matches the target.
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Table 9: Model Parameters

Parameter Definition Value Parameter Definition Value

β Discount factor 0.9937 ω Fraction staying in bank 1/9

h Habit parameter 0.815 ζ Bank managerial cost 0.01

χ Utility weight of labor 3.409 ν Loan-to-equity ratio tar-
get

9

η Frisch elasticity 1 κ Cost of deviating from
target

0.0012

α Capital share 0.33 ϵd Deposits elasticity of
substitution

-268

δ Depreciation rate 0.025 ϵl Loans elasticity of sub-
stitution

203

υ Inverse elasticity of in-
vestment

1.728 µd Benefits of issuing de-
posits

0.25%

θ Elasticity of substitu-
tion among goods

6 µl Cost of issuing loans 0.25%

γ Probability of keeping
prices fixed

0.75 H̄/F̄ Reserves-to-equity ratio 2

ψπ Inflation coefficient,
Taylor rule

3.5

ρi Smoothing parameter,
Taylor rule

0.8

g Steady state G/Y 0.2

Notes: Parameters used in the model. The substitution elasticity σ between capital and labor
in the CES production is calibrated using the cross-sectional estimates within the model.

My empirical coefficient estimate indicates a 1.30 percent increase in lending in
response to a 22 percent decrease in the deposit-to-asset ratio following the imple-
mentation of negative interest rate policies.

0.013 ≈ –0.0594× –0.22 (34)

A 22% decrease in the deposit-to-asset ratio corresponds to the difference in themean
deposit-to-asset ratio between high-deposit banks (those with a deposit-to-asset ratio
above the median in the distribution) and low-deposit banks. Therefore, the 22% dif-
ference in the deposit-to-asset ratio betweenhigh-deposit and low-deposit banks helps
us understand andquantify themagnitude of extra credit that low-deposit banksmight
provide relative to high-deposit banks. Essentially, I am allowing every bank in my
sample to utilize more wholesale funding, thereby reducing the pressure due to the
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zero lower bound constraint on deposit rates.8

The figure above represents annual growth. Since my model is based on quarters,
I need to convert this to quarterly growth. This conversion can be approximated by
dividing the annual growth by 4.

0.0032 ≈ –0.0594× –0.22× 1
4

(35)

Hence, in my model, I aim to capture this change in credit growth, amounting to 32
basis points, between the Benchmark ZLB scenario and the Counterfactual ZLB sce-
nario.

Inmymodel, in the Benchmark ZLB scenario, banks cannot pass on negative rates
to their depositors. However, in the Counterfactual ZLB scenario, they can. By com-
paring lending responses between these scenarios, I aim to quantify the additional
credit that banks would extend if they were to pass on negative rates to depositors or if
they diversified their funding sources. Alternative funding sources, such as wholesale
funding, bonds, or interbank loans, do not face the same zero lower bound challenges
as traditional deposit accounts do.

Figure 2 illustrates the on-impact difference in the percentage deviation of lending
from its steady-state level between the Benchmark scenario and the Counterfactual
scenario, plotted as a function of the elasticity of substitution between capital and la-
bor. From the figure, it is evident that when the elasticity of substitution parameter is
set to 1.25, the difference in lending responses between the two scenariosmatches the
empirical estimate from my regression, which amounts to 32 basis points. This elas-
ticity value aligns with the estimates of Karabarbounis and Neiman (2014), who found
it to be 1.25 using cross-country data, andwithHubmer (2023), who estimated it at 1.35
based on US data.

For robustness, I follow the same steps and procedures as in my previous analysis.
However, this time, my objective is to match the differences in interest rates rather
than lending. The results derived from this alternative approach align withmy earlier
findings, further validating the reliability of my calibrated elasticity of substitution
parameter. As depicted in Figure 3, when the elasticity of substitution parameter is
set at 1.25, the difference in interest rate outcomes between the two scenarios aligns
with the empirical finding frommy regression, amounting to 39 basis points.

8One can observe similar changes in the deposit-to-asset ratio by examining the differences between
high-deposit and low-deposit banks at the 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th percentiles.
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Figure 2: Calibrating CES σ to match the empirical estimates based on lending.

Notes: The figure on the left depicts the on-impact percentage deviation of lending
from its steady-state level for both the Benchmark scenario (in black line) and the
Counterfactual scenario (in blue line), plotted as a function of the elasticity of sub-
stitution between capital and labor. The figure on the right depicts the on-impact dif-
ference between these two lines as a function of the elasticity of substitution between
capital and labor.

5.2 Evaluating negative interest rate policies

In this section, I evaluate the aggregate effects of negative interest rate policies and
conduct a welfare analysis using the calibrated model. Subsequently, I compare the
responses of the Benchmark ZLB scenario to the Traditional ZLB scenario.

Figure 4 shows the impulse response functions of the most important variables in
the model to the shock to capital productivity under two scenarios. The Benchmark
ZLB scenario is plotted in the blue line and the Traditional ZLB scenario is plotted in
the red line. The impulse response function for the policy rate, the deposit rate, and
the loan spread defined as the spread between the expected loan rate and the policy
rate are plotted in annualized levels in percentage points. The rest of the impulse re-
sponse functions are plotted as percent deviations from their steady states.

Figure 4 shows that in the Benchmark ZLB scenario, the policy rate is stuck at its
limit of –50 basis points, while in the Traditional ZLB scenario, it remains at the zero
lower bound. Due to this, output in the Benchmark ZLB scenario drops less than in the
Traditional ZLB scenario because the central bank stimulates the economy by reduc-
ing the policy rate. Although the consumption response between these two scenarios
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Figure 3: CalibratingCESσ tomatch the empirical estimates based on the interest rate.

Notes: The figure depicts the on-impact difference as percentage deviation of interest
rate from its steady-state level between the Benchmark scenario and the Counterfac-
tual scenario, plotted as a function of the elasticity of substitution between capital and
labor.

does not show a vast difference like in the output, it is worth noting that consumption
is slightly lower in the Traditional ZLB scenario.

When examining bank results, it is observed that bank equity declinesmore signif-
icantly in the Traditional ZLB scenario. The extra decrease is approximately equal to
1.5 percent. This is due to banks charging higher loan spreads, resulting in decreased
lending. Consequently, their profitability suffers, leading to reduced equity.

5.2.1 Welfare implications

I evaluate the welfare implications of two scenarios in terms of consumption equiva-
lent units, relative to steady-state allocations. These allocations correspond to a situa-
tion where there is no shock to capital productivity in the first quarter.

I calculate λj, which represents the percent deviation from consumption without
the shock, where j ∈ {Benchmark ZLB,Traditional ZLB}.

Welfarej =
∞∑
t=0
βt
[
ln((1 – λj)Css – (1 – λj)hCss) – χ

N
1+ 1η
ss
1 + 1

η

]
(36)
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Figure 4: IRFs to capital quality shock.

Notes: The figure depicts the IRFs of some of the main variables in the model to a
capital productivity shock under the Benchmark ZLB scenario (in blue line) and the
Traditional ZLB scenario (in red line) with the calibrated model where CES σ = 1.25.
The x–axis is in quarters and y–axis is percent deviation from the steady state for cap-
ital quality shock, output, consumption, labor, capital, equity, loan, and deposit, and
in annualized percentage points for policy rate, deposit, and spread between loan rate
and policy rate.

where Css (Nss) is the consumption (labor) at steady-state.

Welfarej =
∞∑
t=0
βt
[
ln(Cj,t – hCj,t–1) – χ

N
1+ 1η
j,t

1 + 1
η

]
(37)

where Cj,t (Nj,t) is the consumption (labor) in scenario j at period t.
I find that λBenchmark ZLB = 2.43% and λTraditional ZLB = 2.45%. The difference be-

tween these two is equal to 0.2 basis points.
I also conduct a welfare analysis in util terms, expressing the results as percent

deviation relative to a situationwithout the shock. I find that the deviation is 101.7 basis
points under theTraditional ZLB scenario, while it is 100basis points in theBenchmark
ZLB scenario.

Based on the welfare analysis, both in terms of consumption equivalent and utils
measures, it is evident that negative interest rate policies result in a smaller drop in
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welfare. While the difference is not substantial, this still underscores the effectiveness
of negative interest rate policies as a tool for central banks, leading to notable welfare
improvements.

5.3 Role of elasticity of substitution between capital and labor in
production

In this section, I examine how the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor
in the production function impacts the economy under the Benchmark ZLB scenario,
considering various levels of elasticity parameters. I keep the size of the shock and its
persistence as in the previous section.

Figure 5 below presents the impulse response functions of key variables in the
model, responding to the shock to capital productivity, across three different elasticity
parameters. CESσ takes the following three values: σ ∈ {0.75, 1.00, 1.25}. The first case,
CES σ = 0.75, indicates that capital and labor are gross complements. The second cor-
responds to a Cobb Douglas production function. The third represents my estimate,
which served as the benchmark used in the previous section, and in this case, capital
and labor are gross substitutes.

5.3.1 Results andmechanism behind them

Figure 5 shows that when there is a negative shock to capital quality, making capital
less productive, a higher elasticity of substitution between capital and labor magni-
fies labor market outcomes in equilibrium. Specifically, this higher elasticity leads to
a more pronounced decline in labor and a correspondingly higher wage rate at equi-
librium. This amplified response arises due to two key reasons. First, when there is
an increased elasticity of substitution, themarginal product of capital decreasesmore
substantially. This affects households’ intertemporal decisions between current con-
sumption and savings. As the return on capital drops more sharply (and savings yield
less), households choose to consumemore and save less. This decision leads to amore
pronounced decrease in labor supply with a higher elasticity of substitution, as house-
holds work fewer hours. Second, an increase in the elasticity of substitution allows
firms to more easily substitute labor for capital. This leads to a lesser decrease in the
marginal product of labor, resulting in a less significant reduction in labor demand.

A higher elasticity of substitution results in a more pronounced drop in both labor
and investment, which subsequently leads to a more pronounced decrease in output.

After a negative shock to capital productivity, the marginal product of capital de-
clines more sharply if the elasticity of substitution is high. This is because firms can
more easily substitute capital with labor under these conditions. The return on bank
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Figure 5: IRFs to capital productivity shock with different substitution elasticity.

Notes: The figure depicts the IRFs of some of the main variables in the model to a cap-
ital productivity shock under the Benchmark ZLB scenario for when CES σ = 0.75 (in
blue line), CES σ ≈ 1.00 (in black line), and CES σ = 1.25 (in red line). The x–axis is in
quarters and y–axis is percent deviation from the steady state for capital quality shock,
output, consumption, labor, capital, equity, loan, and deposit, and in annualized per-
centage points for policy rate, deposit, and spread between loan rate and policy rate.

loans, which are stochastic and tied to the marginal product of capital, also faces a
more pronounced drop. This results in banks experiencing a steeper decrease in their
profitability. In turn, this leads to a more substantial decrease in bank equity and a
larger deviation from its steady state.

In essence, a higher elasticity of substitution in the production function amplifies
banks’ vulnerability. This stems fromfirms’ ability to easily switchbetween capital and
labor, leading to a more pronounced reduction in capital demand and, consequently,
a decreased demand for bank loans when there is a negative shock to capital produc-
tivity.

Shocks to capital productivity are highly persistent, with an autocorrelation of 0.90.
This means that capital remains less productive for a prolonged period compared to
its steady state level. Consequently, the demand for capital remains lower over an ex-
tended period. As a result, the gap in bank equity between amodel with high elasticity
and one with low elasticity remains significant and elevated.

With high elasticity, bank equity and, consequently, profitability dropmore signif-
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icantly. In response to this, banks increase their loan spread, charging firms higher
loan rates to regain some of their equity losses. This leads to a more pronounced de-
crease in the amount of loans banks provide when elasticity is high. Additionally,
banks collect fewer deposits because they offer lower rates on these deposits. This
results in a more pronounced decrease in the volume of deposits banks collect when
elasticity is high.

In Figure 6, I highlight the effect of elasticity on the on-impact (the effect in the
first quarter) rather than over all 20 quarters in the impulse response function. This
is shown using various sigma values, σ ∈ {0.75, . . . , 1.00, . . . , 1.50}.
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Figure 6: On-impact responses to capital productivity shockwith different substitution
elasticity.

Notes: The figure depicts the on-impact response of some of the main variables in
the model to a capital productivity shock under the Benchmark ZLB scenario for CES
σ ∈ {0.75, . . . , 1.00, . . . , 1.50}. The x–axis is in quarters and y–axis is percent deviation
from the steady state for capital quality shock, output, consumption, labor, capital,
equity, loan, and deposit, and in annualized percentage points for policy rate, deposit,
and spread between loan rate and policy rate.

5.3.2 Effects of elasticity of substitution between capital and labor in production
on banks

In this section, I aim to explore the implications of different elasticity of substitution
parameters on banks. Specifically, I will compare CES σ = 1, which corresponds to
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CobbDouglas production function prevalent in the literature, against CES σ = 1.25, the
estimate derived frommy empirical work using a moment-matching exercise consis-
tent with the methodology of Nakamura and Steinsson (2018).

Figure 7 plots the bank leverage following the shock to capital productivity. In re-
sponse to the same negative shock to capital productivity, banks in an economy with
the elasticity of substitution of 1.25 experience an additional 26 basis points drop in
their capital ratio compared to banks in an economy with the elasticity of substitu-
tion of 1. While this finding is based on the model, I will now explore its broader
implications using external estimates outside of the model to offer a more tangible
interpretation of the results.
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Figure 7: Bank leverage to response to capital productivity shock.

Notes: The figure on the left depicts the IRFs of bank leverage in the model to a capital
productivity shock under the Benchmark ZLB scenario for CES σ ∈ {0.75, 1.00, 1.25}.
The figure on the right is the on-impact percentage deviation of bank leverage from
its steady state level for CES σ ∈ {0.75, . . . , 1.00, . . . , 1.50}.

Using Berger and Bouwman (2013) estimates, this additional decrease in capital
ratio (or increase in leverage) significantly amplifies the probability of default across
various economic situations—an 8.15% surge during a banking crisis, 11.38% during a
market crisis, and 10.72% in normal times. Additionally, drawing insights fromLaeven
et al. (2016), the leverage increase also increases the dollar value of bank losses dur-
ing crises. It amounts to an increase of US$0.91 billion for a bank with total assets of
$100 billion. Lastly, when examining the effect on bank stock returns according to the
findings of Demirgunc-Kunt et al. (2013), there is an additional decrease of 14.3 basis
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points in stock returns each quarter. This corresponds to roughly 3% of the median
quarterly decrease of 4.7% observed during crisis periods. These sizable bank effects
underscore that even slight deviations from the prevailing assumption in the produc-
tion function, like the onepresented inmypaper, can lead to substantial consequences
with important implications for both banks and central banks.

5.3.3 Effects of elasticity of substitution between capital and labor in production
on welfare

Figure 8 plots the deviation in consumption relative to the case without the shock to
capital productivity for the Benchmark ZLB scenario (in blue line) and the Traditional
ZLB scenario (in red line), as a function of the elasticity of substitution between capital
and labor. This is similar to the exercise in Section 5.2.1. The figure shows that welfare
gains from implementing negative interest rate policies, measured as the difference
between the Benchmark ZLB scenario and the Traditional ZLB scenario increases in
CESσ because the economic downturn is largerwhen the substitution between capital
and labor in production is higher.
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Figure 8: Deviation in consumption equivalent terms relative to situation without
shock to capital productivity.

Notes: The figure depicts the percent deviation from consumption without shock to
capital productivity for the Benchmark ZLB scenario (in blue line) and the Traditional
ZLN scenario (in red line), plotted as a function of the elasticity of substitutionbetween
capital and labor.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, I present both empirical evidence and theoretical analyses on the effects
of negative interest rate policies. Using matched firm-bank level data that I construct
from seven euro area countries, I document that banks with higher deposit ratios sup-
ply less credit to firms relative to those with lower deposit ratios after the introduc-
tion of these policies. The dataset enables more precise identification of the effects
compared to other studies. This precision arises because I can construct four-digit-
industry-country-year and firm fixed effects, which allow for more comprehensive
control of the demand for bank credit. I then show that, while firms linked to banks
with higher deposit ratios invest less in response to lending contractions, they tend to
hire more relative to firms associated with banks with lower deposit ratios, especially
in industries with high capital-labor substitution.

Motivated by my empirical analysis, I utilize my cross-sectional estimates, serv-
ing as well-identified macro moments, in a moment-matching exercise to inform the
production block of the DSGE model. I then use this model to examine the impact
of negative interest rate policies on aggregate variables and welfare over time. My
analysis underscores that negative interest rate policies are effective in stimulating
the economy. Additionally, my findings indicate that higher capital-labor substitution
in production surprisingly leads to a larger economic downturn when there is a nega-
tive shock to capital productivity. Furthermore, my findings emphasize that even mi-
nor variations in the elasticity of substitution can have significant implications for the
economy, banks, and welfare.
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A Checking parallel trends

Note: This figure plots the coefficient estimates β̂t of the following model at the bank-firm
level.

Leverageisct =
2019∑
t=2012

βtDYear=t × Deposit ratiob + αb + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

β̂t is time-varying treatment effect of negative rates on loan growth. Vertical bars corre-
spond to 90% confidence intervals. DYear=t is dummy variable taking the value one if the
year is equal to t, where t = {2012, . . . , 2019}. The year 2013 is the reference year. The depen-
dent variable is leverage at the firm level and is calculated as the ratio of total liabilities to
total assets in period t. Thedeposit ratio denotes the ratio of deposits over total assets (in%)
for the year 2013. The set of firm control variables (not reported) includes i) size, measured
as the logarithm of total assets, ii) leverage, defined as the ratio of total liabilities to total as-
sets, iii) sales growth, measured as the annual change in the natural logarithm of sales, iv)
cash, defined as the ratio of cash and cash equivalents to total assets. Bank fixed effects are
included. Country-Industry-Time fixed effects are based on four-digit NACE Rev.2 codes.
Robust standard errors are clustered at the bank level.
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Note: This figure plots the coefficient estimates β̂t of the following model at the bank-firm
level.

Cash growthisct =
2019∑
t=2012

βtDYear=t × Deposit ratiob + αb + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

β̂t is time-varying treatment effect of negative rates on loan growth. Vertical bars corre-
spond to 90% confidence intervals. DYear=t is dummy variable taking the value one if the
year is equal to t, where t = {2012, . . . , 2019}. The year 2013 is the reference year. The de-
pendent variable is cash growth at the firm level and is calculated as the difference in the
natural logarithm of cash and cash equivalent between periods t and t–1. The deposit ratio
denotes the ratio of deposits over total assets (in %) for the year 2013. The set of firm con-
trol variables (not reported) includes i) size, measured as the logarithm of total assets, ii)
leverage, defined as the ratio of total liabilities to total assets, iii) sales growth, measured
as the annual change in the natural logarithm of sales, iv) cash, defined as the ratio of cash
and cash equivalents to total assets. Bank fixed effects are included. Country-Industry-
Time fixed effects are based on four-digit NACE Rev.2 codes. Robust standard errors are
clustered at the bank level.
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Note: This figure plots the coefficient estimates β̂t of the following model at the bank-firm
level.

Net investmentisct =
2019∑
t=2012

βtDYear=t × Deposit ratiob + αb + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

β̂t is time-varying treatment effect of negative rates on loan growth. Vertical bars corre-
spond to 90% confidence intervals. DYear=t is dummy variable taking the value one if the
year is equal to t, where t = {2012, . . . , 2019}. The year 2013 is the reference year. The de-
pendent variable is net investment at the firm level and is calculated as the difference in
the natural logarithm of tangible fixed assets between periods t and t – 1. The deposit ratio
denotes the ratio of deposits over total assets (in %) for the year 2013. The set of firm con-
trol variables (not reported) includes i) size, measured as the logarithm of total assets, ii)
leverage, defined as the ratio of total liabilities to total assets, iii) sales growth, measured
as the annual change in the natural logarithm of sales, iv) cash, defined as the ratio of cash
and cash equivalents to total assets. Bank fixed effects are included. Country-Industry-
Time fixed effects are based on four-digit NACE Rev.2 codes. Robust standard errors are
clustered at the bank level.
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B Robustness

Table 10: Negative Interest Rates and Output

Dependent variable: Material expenses growth Sales growth

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Deposit ratio× Post 0.000885 0.00170

(%) (0.00899) (0.00589)

Deposit ratio× Post 0.000382 0.000551

(0/1) (0.00319) (0.00219)

Firm Control Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Country-Industry-Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 776848 776848 969229 969229

R2 0.179 0.179 0.243 0.243

Notes: The table presents OLS estimates of the following model at the bank-firm level.

Material expenses growthisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αi + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

Sales growthisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αi + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

The dependent variable in Columns (1) and (2) is material expenses growth at the firm level
and is calculated as the difference in the natural logarithm of material expenses between pe-
riods t and t – 1. The dependent variable in Columns (3) and (4) is sales growth at the firm level
and is calculated as the difference in the natural logarithm of sales between periods t and t – 1.
The deposit ratio, presented in Columns (1) and (3), denotes the ratio of deposits over total as-
sets (in %) for the year 2013. In Columns (2) and (4), the deposit ratio is assigned a value of one
if the ratio of deposits to total assets in 2013 is above the median of its respective country’s dis-
tribution. Post is a dummy variable representing the period from 2014 onward. The set of firm
control variables (not reported) includes i) size, measured as the logarithm of total assets, ii)
leverage, defined as the ratio of total liabilities to total assets, iii) sales growth, measured as
the annual change in the natural logarithm of sales, iv) cash, defined as the ratio of cash and
cash equivalents to total assets. Bank fixed effects are included. Country-Industry-Time fixed
effects are based on four-digit NACE Rev.2 codes. Robust standard errors, clustered at the bank
level, are in parentheses. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.
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Table 11: Negative Interest Rates and Small and Large Firms - Loan Growth

Dependent variable: Loan growth

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Sample: Small to large firms Very large firms

Deposit ratio× Post -0.0537∗∗ -0.0193

(%) (0.0253) (0.119)

Deposit ratio× Post -0.0192∗∗ -0.0336

(0/1) (0.00764) (0.0503)

Firm Control Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bank FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Country-Industry-Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 713065 713065 19489 19489

R2 0.0279 0.0279 0.197 0.197

Notes: The table presents OLS estimates of the following model at the bank-firm level.

Loan growthisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αb + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

The dependent variable is loan growth at the firm-bank level and is calculated as the differ-
ence in the natural logarithm of credit between periods t and t – 1. The sample is restricted to
small, medium-sized, and large firms in Columns (1) and (2). The sample is restricted to very
large firms in Columns (3) and (4). Credit refers to the sum of long- and short-term financial
debt recorded in Orbis. The deposit ratio, presented in Columns (1) and (2), denotes the ratio
of deposits over total assets (in %) for the year 2013. In Columns (3) and (4), the deposit ratio is
assigned a value of one if the ratio of deposits to total assets in 2013 is above the median of its
respective country’s distribution. Post is a dummy variable representing the period from 2014
onward. The set of firm control variables (not reported) includes i) size, measured as the loga-
rithm of total assets, ii) leverage, defined as the ratio of total liabilities to total assets, iii) sales
growth, measured as the annual change in the natural logarithm of sales, iv) cash, defined as
the ratio of cash and cash equivalents to total assets. Bank fixed effects are included. Country-
Industry-Time fixed effects are based on four-digit NACE Rev.2 codes. Robust standard errors,
clustered at the bank level, are in parentheses. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicate significance at 1%, 5%,
and 10%, respectively.
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Table 12: Negative Interest Rates and Small and Large Firms - Interest Rate Growth

Dependent variable: Interest rate growth

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Sample: Small to large firms Very large firms

Deposit ratio× Post 0.0853∗∗ -0.276∗

(%) (0.0354) (0.154)

Deposit ratio× Post 0.0241∗∗ -0.0611

(0/1) (0.0102) (0.0720)

Firm Control Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bank FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Country-Industry-Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 558844 558844 18447 18447

R2 0.0305 0.0305 0.209 0.209

Notes: The table presents OLS estimates of the following model at the bank-firm level.

Interest rate growthisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αb + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

The dependent variable is interest rate growth at the firm-bank level and is calculated as the
difference in the natural logarithm of interest rate between periods t and t – 1. Interest rate
refers the ratio of interest expenses to the sum of both long- and short-term financial debt as
recorded inOrbis. The sample is restricted to small,medium-sized, and largefirms inColumns
(1) and (2). The sample is restricted to very large firms in Columns (3) and (4). Credit refers to
the sum of long- and short-term financial debt recorded in Orbis. The deposit ratio, presented
in Columns (1) and (2), denotes the ratio of deposits over total assets (in %) for the year 2013.
In Columns (3) and (4), the deposit ratio is assigned a value of one if the ratio of deposits to to-
tal assets in 2013 is above the median of its respective country’s distribution. Post is a dummy
variable representing the period from 2014 onward. The set of firm control variables (not re-
ported) includes i) size, measured as the logarithm of total assets, ii) leverage, defined as the
ratio of total liabilities to total assets, iii) sales growth, measured as the annual change in the
natural logarithm of sales, iv) cash, defined as the ratio of cash and cash equivalents to total
assets. Bank fixed effects are included. Country-Industry-Time fixed effects are based on four-
digit NACERev.2 codes. Robust standard errors, clustered at the bank level, are in parentheses.
∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.
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Table 13: Negative Interest Rates and Small and Large Firms - Investment

Dependent variable: Net investment

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Sample: Small to large firms Very large firms

Deposit ratio× Post -0.0264∗∗∗ 0.0170

(%) (0.0101) (0.0421)

Deposit ratio× Post -0.00619∗∗ 0.0213

(0/1) (0.00304) (0.0165)

Firm Control Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Country-Industry-Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 927521 927521 24435 24435

R2 0.211 0.211 0.329 0.330

Notes: The table presents OLS estimates of the following model at the bank-firm level.

Net investmentisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αi + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

The dependent variable is net investment at the firm level and is calculated as the difference
in the natural logarithm of tangible fixed assets between periods t and t – 1. The sample is
restricted to small, medium-sized, and large firms in Columns (1) and (2). The sample is re-
stricted to very large firms in Columns (3) and (4). The deposit ratio, presented in Columns (1)
and (2), denotes the ratio of deposits over total assets (in %) for the year 2013. In Columns (3)
and (4), the deposit ratio is assigned a value of one if the ratio of deposits to total assets in 2013
is above the median of its respective country’s distribution. Post is a dummy variable repre-
senting the period from 2014 onward. The set of firm control variables (not reported) includes
i) size, measured as the logarithm of total assets, ii) leverage, defined as the ratio of total liabil-
ities to total assets, iii) sales growth, measured as the annual change in the natural logarithm
of sales, iv) cash, defined as the ratio of cash and cash equivalents to total assets. Bank fixed
effects are included. Country-Industry-Time fixed effects are based on four-digit NACE Rev.2
codes. Robust standard errors, clustered at the bank level, are in parentheses. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗

indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.
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Table 14: Negative Interest Rates and Small and Large Firms - Employment

Dependent variable: Employment growth Employee expenses growth

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Sample: Small to large Very large Small to large Very large

Deposit ratio× Post 0.00224 -0.0163 0.00332 -0.0261

(%) (0.00783) (0.0355) (0.00571) (0.0234)

Firm Control Yes Yes Yes Yes

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Country-Industry-Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 679484 19008 834027 24084

R2 0.187 0.358 0.223 0.324

Notes: The table presents OLS estimates of the following model at the bank-firm level.

Employment growthisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αi + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

Employee expenses growthisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αi + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

The dependent variable in Columns (1) and (2) is employment growth at the firm level and is
calculated as the difference in the natural logarithm of number of employees between peri-
ods t and t – 1. The sample is restricted to small, medium-sized, and large firms in Columns
(1) and (3). The sample is restricted to very large firms in Columns (2) and (4). The dependent
variable in Columns (3) and (4) is employee expenses growth at the firm level and is calculated
as the difference in the natural logarithm of employee expenses between periods t and t – 1.
Employee expenses refer to the employees costs of the company (including pension costs) in
Orbis. The deposit ratio denotes the ratio of deposits over total assets (in %) for the year 2013.
Post is a dummy variable representing the period from 2014 onward. The set of firm control
variables (not reported) includes i) size, measured as the logarithm of total assets, ii) leverage,
defined as the ratio of total liabilities to total assets, iii) sales growth, measured as the annual
change in the natural logarithm of sales, iv) cash, defined as the ratio of cash and cash equiv-
alents to total assets. Bank fixed effects are included. Country-Industry-Time fixed effects are
based on four-digit NACE Rev.2 codes. Robust standard errors, clustered at the bank level, are
in parentheses. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.
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Table 15: Negative Interest Rates and France

Dependent Variable: Loan growth

(1) (2)

Sample: Firms in France

Deposit ratio× Post -0.0631∗∗ -0.0639∗∗

(%) (0.0308) (0.0308)

Firm Control No Yes

Bank FE Yes Yes

Industry-Time FE Yes Yes

Observations 308422 308422

R2 0.0156 0.0166

Notes: The table presents OLS estimates of the following model at the bank-firm level.

Loan growthisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αb + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

The dependent variable is loan growth at the firm-bank level and is calculated as the differ-
ence in the natural logarithm of credit between periods t and t – 1. Credit refers to the sum
of long- and short-term financial debt recorded in Orbis. The sample is restricted to firms in
France. The deposit ratio, presented in Columns (1) and (2), denotes the ratio of deposits over
total assets (in %) for the year 2013. Post is a dummy variable representing the period from
2014 onward. The set of firm control variables (not reported) includes i) size, measured as the
logarithm of total assets, ii) leverage, defined as the ratio of total liabilities to total assets, iii)
sales growth, measured as the annual change in the natural logarithm of sales, iv) cash, de-
fined as the ratio of cash and cash equivalents to total assets. Bank fixed effects are included.
Industry-Time fixed effects are based on four-digit NACE Rev.2 codes. Robust standard errors,
clustered at the bank level, are in parentheses. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicate significance at 1%, 5%,
and 10%, respectively.
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Table 16: Negative Interest Rates and Other Loan Growth Measures

Dependent Variable ln Loan Loan-to-Asset

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Deposit ratio× Post -0.0600∗∗ -0.00985∗∗

(%) (0.0290) (0.00427)

Deposit ratio× Post -0.0164∗ -0.00322∗∗∗

(0/1) (0.00954) (0.00103)

Firm Control Yes Yes Yes Yes

Bank FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Country-Industry-Time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 780287 780287 1020109 1020109

R2 0.484 0.484 0.343 0.343

Notes: The table presents OLS estimates of the following model at the bank-firm level.

ln Loanisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αb + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

Loan-to-Assetisct = βDeposit ratiob × Postt + αb + δsct + γ
′Xisct–1 + ϵisct

The dependent variable in Columns (1) and (2) is the natural logarithm of credit at the firm-
bank level in period t. The dependent variable in Columns (3) and (4) is the ratio of credit-to-
asset at the firm-bank level in period t. Credit refers to the sum of long- and short-term finan-
cial debt recorded in Orbis. The deposit ratio, presented in Columns (1) and (3), denotes the
ratio of deposits over total assets (in %) for the year 2013. In Columns (2) and (4), the deposit
ratio is assigned a value of one if the ratio of deposits to total assets in 2013 is above themedian
of its respective country’s distribution. Post is a dummy variable representing the period from
2014 onward. The set of firm control variables (not reported) includes i) size, measured as the
logarithm of total assets, ii) leverage, defined as the ratio of total liabilities to total assets, iii)
sales growth, measured as the annual change in the natural logarithm of sales, iv) cash, de-
fined as the ratio of cash and cash equivalents to total assets. Bank fixed effects are included.
Country-Industry-Time fixed effects are based on four-digit NACE Rev.2 codes. Robust stan-
dard errors, clustered at the bank level, are in parentheses. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicate significance
at 1%, 5%, and 10%, respectively.
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